
Choosing the right work environment can mean the difference between happiness and misery. After 
all, you’ll be spending much of your time there. By environment we mean its broad characteristics; 
the type of work, office culture and atmosphere, as well as the physical space. You can add other 
considerations that may be important to you. On a scale of one to ten, rate your preferences for the 
following:

Small Organisation Large Organisation

Controlling your own work Someone else responsible

Team work Work alone

Work with the same people Work with changing colleagues

Anywhere in the world Specific location

Always in the same place Different places

Fast-paced Steady and methodical

Developing specialist knowledge Developing broad experience

Changeable, elements of risk Predictable

Long term projects Short term projects

Lots of different tasks One project

Longer hours / more pay Shorter hours / less pay

Fewer holidays / more pay Longer holidays / less pay

Structured career progression Whatever comes up

Leading change Managing a steady state

Easy going Lean and mean

Indoors Outdoors

Creative / artistic Scientific / detail

Supportive Challenging

Formal Relaxed

Forging relationships Working with data

Out and about Office based

Flexible Structured

My preferred work environment
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